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Abstract—There are wafer fabrication processes in cluster tools
that require wafer revisiting. The adoption of a swap strategy
for such tools forms a 3-wafer cyclic (3-WC) period with three
wafers completed in each period. It has been shown that, by such a
scheduling strategy, the minimal cycle time cannot be reached for
some cases. This raises a question of whether there is a scheduling
method such that the performance can be improved. To answer
this question, a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisiting is mod-
eled by a Petri net. Based on the model, the dynamical behavior of
the process is analyzed. Then, a 2-wafer cyclic (2-WC) scheduling
strategy is revealed for the first time. Cycle time analysis is con-
ducted for the proposed strategy to evaluate its performance. It
shows that, for some cases, the performance obtained by a 2-WC
schedule is better than that obtained by any existing 3-WC ones.
Thus, they can be used to complement each other in scheduling
dual-arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting. Illustrative examples
are given.
Index Terms—Cluster tool, Petri nets (PNs), scheduling, semi-
conductor manufacturing.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CLUSTER tool is a kind of integrated, automated, andconfigurable equipment that adopts the advanced single-
wafer processing technology in semiconductor manufacturing
[1], [2]. It results in higher yield [10], shorter cycle time [8],
[10], [15], better utilization of space [2], [15], and lower capital
cost [15]. Thus, to gain higher profit, semiconductor manufac-
turers increasingly adopt cluster tools for their wafer fabrication
processes. A cluster tool consists of a number of process
modules (PMs), an aligner module, a wafer handling robot,
and loadlocks for wafer cassette loading/unloading, which are
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Fig. 1. Dual-arm cluster tool with four PMs.
mechanically linked together in a radial way. The robot can
be a single- or a dual-arm one, and the corresponding cluster
tools are called single- and dual-arm cluster tools, respectively.
A dual-arm cluster tool is illustrated in Fig. 1. For a dual-arm
robot, the two arms are tightly coupled by construction. Thus,
at any time, only one of the two arms can pick up or drop off a
wafer from or to a PM/loadlock.
In order to operate cluster tools effectively, great attention
has been paid to their modeling, analysis, performance eval-
uation, and scheduling for cluster tools, such as the studies
in [3], [11]–[13], [16], [28], [31]–[33], and [35]. With these
studies, it is found that a cluster tool can operate under the
steady state in one of the two regions, namely, transport-bound
and process-bound ones. In the former, the robot is the critical
resource such that it is always busy and the system cycle time
is determined by robot task times. In the latter, it is determined
by the processing times in the PMs, whereas the robot could
have idle times. With these findings, a periodic schedule can
be found for cluster tools. For single-arm cluster tools, the
backward scheduling strategy is widely adopted and is shown
to be optimal [6], [7]. For dual-arm cluster tools, with two arms
available, a swap strategy can be applied and has been shown to
be efficient and optimal [16], [31], [32]. It simplifies robot task
scheduling and reduces robot cycle time. As pointed out in [14],
in cluster tools, PM activities follow the robot tasks. Hence, it
is crucial to schedule the robot tasks in scheduling cluster tools.
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Some wafer fabrication processes, such as an atomic layer
deposition (ALD) process, are repeated processes. Such a pro-
cess requires a wafer visits some PMs several times, leading
to a wafer revisiting process [5]. As pointed out in [5], often,
the repeated process steps require exactly identical processing
conditions when the wafers visit the same PM. It is shown that,
for single-arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting, the process
is deadlock prone [5]. Thus, it is necessary to schedule single-
arm cluster tools such that they are deadlock free. Furthermore,
with wafer revisiting, the backward scheduling is no longer
optimal, and the process is not a flow shop such that the
backward scheduling is not feasible. Therefore, it is much
more complicated to schedule single-arm cluster tools with
wafer revisiting than those without wafer revisiting. Petri net
(PN) models are developed for their analysis and performance
evaluation in [29] and [35]. The obtained results in these studies
can be used as a scheduling guide, but they do not present
any method to avoid deadlock and find an optimal schedule.
To find a feasible and optimal schedule, Lee and Lee [5]
presented a PN model to describe the dynamical behavior.
Based on it, the scheduling problem is formulated as mixed
integer programming. It can be solved in an exact way to find a
deadlock-free and optimal schedule. Nevertheless, the approach
involves prohibitive computation because its computational
complexity is exponential with the number of discrete variables.
A computationally efficient method is presented in [18] for
single-arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting by using a PN
model.
For dual-arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting, swap strat-
egy scheduling can still be applied without any problem. With
such a strategy adopted, PN models are developed to describe
their behavior in [30] and [36]. By these models, when a swap
strategy is applied, performance is analyzed, and it believes that
a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisiting can reach its steady
state. Then, based on the models, cycle time can be calculated,
and it is shown that a swap strategy is optimal in the sense of
cycle time. However, this result is shown to be not true in a
recent study in [19] and [20] for the ALD process, which is a
typical wafer revisiting process in wafer fabrication. It is found
that, by applying a swap strategy, the process contains different
cycles. If a cycle involves all processing steps of the system, it
is called a global cycle. However, if it involves the revisiting
process only, it is called a local cycle. With a swap strategy,
the resulting schedule is still a periodic one, and a period in
the process contains three local cycles in the revisiting process
and three global cycles. Thus, the system repeatedly switches
from the local cycles to the global cycles and from the global
cycles to the local cycles. Consequently, the system may never
reach its steady state; instead, it is always in a transient state.
Furthermore, for some cases, the cycle time cannot reach its
lower bound, i.e., optimal. Notice that, by a swap strategy, three
wafers are completed in a period, and it is called a 3-wafer
cyclic (3-WC) schedule. With this finding, it gives rise to a
question of whether the 3-WC schedule is optimal or whether
there exists a scheduling method that can improve the cycle
time. This motivates us to conduct this study. In this paper, a PN
model is developed to well describe the dynamical behavior of
dual-arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting. With the model, by
analyzing the dynamical behavior of the process, it finds that,
to improve the scheduling performance for such a system is to
reduce the number of local and global cycles in a scheduling
period. With this finding, a 2-wafer cyclic (2-WC) scheduling
strategy that contains two local cycles and two global cycles
is presented. Based on the proposed scheduling strategy, cycle
time analysis is carried out to evaluate its performance. It shows
that, for some situations, it can reach the lower bound of cycle
time, whereas the 3-WC schedule cannot. This shows that the
2-WC scheduling outperforms the 3-WC scheduling for these
situations.
The difference between this paper and our previous studies
[19], [20] is as follows. As a swap strategy is widely used for
scheduling dual-arm cluster tools, it is commonly believed that,
when this strategy is applied to schedule dual-arm cluster tools
with wafer revisiting, the process can enter its steady state, and
it is optimal in the sense of cycle time. This result is shown to be
incorrect in [19] and [20]. Based on this finding, analytical ex-
pressions are presented for the correct calculation of cycle time,
but it presents no methods to improve the performance. With
a PN model developed, by analyzing the dynamical behavior
of the system, this paper presents new scheduling methods for
such tools. It also presents how to calculate the cycle time for
the new methods. Results show that the proposed scheduling
methods are superior to 3-WC scheduling ones.
In Section II, a PN model is developed for dual-arm cluster
tools with revisiting. Based on the analysis of dynamical behav-
ior with the model, a 2-WC scheduling strategy is presented in
Section III. Then, Section IV conducts the cycle time analysis
under such a strategy. Several examples are used to show the
results in Section V. Finally, Section VI gives the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODELING BY PN
Here, we first present the wafer revisiting patterns for a dual-
arm cluster tool and then develop the PN model by extending
our previous work [17], [21]–[27], [29]. Previously, a resource-
oriented PN (ROPN) modeling method is proposed for manu-
facturing systems for deadlock avoidance. Based on the ROPN
idea, this paper develops a PN model for the scheduling of dual-
arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting.
A. Wafer Flow Patterns
The fabrication of a wafer in a cluster tool contains a number
of operations. With wafer revisiting, some operations require
the same fabrication process to be performed by a given set of
PMs. Such a set of PMs is referred to as a processing step. Let
PMDi be the set of PMs for Step i and |PMDi| be the number
of PMs in PMDi. In [5], a typical and practical wafer revisiting
process for ALD is presented, where a wafer is required to
visit two consecutive processing steps, for example, Steps i
and i+ 1, for several times, as shown in Fig. 2. In order to
balance the workload, more than one PM can be configured for
performing the process in a step, and let mi = |PMDi| be the
number of PMs in Step i. If a wafer needs to visit some steps
k times, this process is called a k-time revisiting process. A k-
time revisiting process and the entire wafer flow pattern can be
denoted by (mi,mi+1)k and (m1, . . . , (mj ,mj+1)k, . . . ,mn),
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a wafer flow pattern with revisiting (k > 1).
respectively. In an ALD process, the wafer flow pattern is
(m1, (m2,m3)
k) and, often, m1 = m2 = m3 = 1. Since ALD
is a typical and commonly used wafer fabrication process, this
study is conducted based on this process.
A revisiting process may contain only one step or more than
two steps. Notice that, as a typical revisiting process, the ALD
process has a revisiting process with two steps. Moreover, the
results obtained from a two-step revisiting process are useful
for the other cases. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, only a
two-step revisiting process is considered in this paper. A wafer
fabrication process with revisiting in cluster tools may contain
more than one revisiting process. However, the analysis of such
a process can be done based on the process with only one
revisiting process. Therefore, we address the wafer fabrication
process with revisiting as shown in Fig. 2.
B. Finite Capacity PN
To schedule a cluster tool is to dynamically allocate the
finite resources (robot arms and PMs) to the manufacturing
tasks. PNs are powerful in modeling the behavior of resource
allocation. With limited resources in a manufacturing sys-
tem, a finite capacity PN is an ideal choice to model them.
The concept of a PN presented here is based on [9], [27],
[34], [37]–[40]. A finite capacity PN is denoted by PN =
(P, T, I, O,M0,K), where P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} is a finite
set of places; T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a finite set of transitions,
P ∪ T = ∅, and P ∩ T = ∅; I : P × T → N is an input func-
tion, where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}; O : P × T → N is an output
function; M : P → N is a marking representing the numbers
of tokens in places with M0 denoting the initial marking; and
6) K : P → {1, 2, 3, . . .} is a capacity function, where K(p)
represents the number of tokens that place p can hold at most at
a time.
The preset of transition t is the set of all input places to t, i.e.,
•t = {p : p ∈ P and I(p, t) > 0}. The postset of t is the set of
all output places from t, i.e., t• = {p : p ∈ P and O(p, t) > 0}.
Similarly, p’s preset •p = {t ∈ T : O(p, t) > 0}, and postset
p• = {t ∈ T : I(p, t) > 0}.
Definition 2.1: A transition t∈T in a PN is enabled if ∀p∈P
M(p) ≥ I(p, t) (2.1)
K(p) ≥M(p)− I(p, t) +O(p, t). (2.2)
When a transition is enabled, it can fire. Firing an enabled
transition t at marking M yields, ∀p ∈ P
M ′(p) = M(p)− I(p, t) +O(p, t). (2.3)
Definition 2.1 indicates that t is enabled and can fire if all
the places in •t have enough tokens and if all the places in t•
have enough free spaces. Thereafter, when condition (2.1) is
met, t is said to be process-enabled. When condition (2.2) is
met, t is said to be resource-enabled. Thus, t is enabled only if
it is both process-enabled and resource-enabled. A sequence of
firings yields a sequence of markings. In a PN, Mi is said to
be reachable from M0 if there exists a sequence of firings that
transforms M0 to Mi. The set of all markings reachable from
M0 is denoted by R(M0). A transition in a PN is live if it can
fire at least once in some firing sequences for every marking M
reachable from M0. A PN is live if every transition is live. The
liveness of a PN guarantees that all events or activities modeled
by the PN can happen. It implies the deadlock-free operation of
an automated manufacturing system.
Time can be described in a PN by associating it with transi-
tions and/or places. When time τ is associated with a transition,
its firing should take τ time units. When it is associated with a
place, a token should stay in it for at least τ time units before
the token can enable its output transition(s).
C. Modeling Robot Activities
As pointed out in [14], PM activities in cluster tools follow
the robot tasks, and thus, it is crucial to schedule robot activi-
ties. From the viewpoint of robot activities, a loadlock can be
seen just as a PM. Therefore, the loadlocks can be treated just
as a processing step when modeling. We let Step zero represent
the loadlocks. Hence, the robot activities include unloading a
wafer from a PM, moving from a PM to another with a wafer
carried, waiting if the module is busy, loading a wafer into a
PM, moving from a PM to another without carrying a wafer,
and waiting. In a cluster tool, for a type of wafers, the flow
pattern is deterministic. Hence, when a robot arm unloads a
wafer from a PM, it must move to a prespecified destination PM
and loads this wafer into that PM. Thus, these three activities
should be modeled together as a macro activity. We use a macro
transition tij to model this macro activity that consists of three
transitions xij , yij , and zij ; and two places aij and bij with
K(aij) = K(bij) = 1, as shown in Fig. 3. Transition xij is for
the robot unloading a wafer from a PM at Step i, yij is for
moving from Step i to Step j with a wafer held, and zij is
for loading the wafer into a PM at Step j. When a robot arm
moves to Step j with a wafer carried, it is possible that the
wafer cannot be loaded into Step j due to the absence of any
free space. Thus, it is necessary for the robot to wait before the
wafer can be loaded. A token in place bij represents a robot arm
waiting with a wafer held.
In the model, places r1 and r2 are used to model the avail-
ability of the robot arms with K(r1) = K(r2) = 1. A token in
r1 or r2 means that one of the two arms is available, whereas a
token in both r1 and r2 means that both arms are idle. In a dual-
arm cluster tool, the two robot arms cannot perform activities
simultaneously, which should be guaranteed by the model. We
use transition t0 to connect r1 and r2 such that they can act only
in a serial way. By such modeling, when M(r1) = M(r2) = 1,
or both arms are available, only the arm represented by the
token in r2 can be used to enable a transition. After the token in
r2 is removed by firing one of its output transitions, t0 fires, and
the token in r1 goes into r2. Then, the other arm can act. This
way, it correctly describes the detail of robot activities, and at
the same time, it reflects the characteristic of the process.
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Fig. 3. PN model for robot activities.
D. Modeling the Wafer Flow
With the PN model for robot activities, we can model the
wafer fabrication process as follows. We use place pi with
K(pi) = |PMDi| = mi to model the set of PMs in PMDi for
Step i. A token in pi represents that a wafer is being processed
by a PM in PMDi. By K(pi) = mi, it means that pi can hold,
at most, mi tokens at a marking. With two loadlocks available,
when the wafers in one loadlock are being processed, another
cassette of wafers can be loaded into the other loadlock. Hence,
there are always wafers to be processed. The loadlocks are
thought to be Step zero and are modeled by place p0 with
K(p0) = ∞. Then, the wafer flow can be modeled as follows.
Macro transitions t01 (with one arc from p0 to t01 and another
from t01 to p1) and tn0 (with one arc from pn to tn0 and another
from tn0 to p0) are used to connect p0 and p1 and pn and p0,
respectively. We put macro transition tij (with one arc from pi
to tij and another from tij to pj) between pi and pj to connect
pi and pj , if the wafers go to pj after they are processed by pi.
For revisiting process (mi,mi+1)k, macro transition t(i+1)i is
used to connect pi+1 and pi. For example, if there is a three-
step process with Steps 2 and 3 being the revisiting process,
five macro transitions t01, t12, t23, t30, and t32 should be added,
where t32 is for the revisiting process.
Then, it needs to model the movement of a free robot arm.
We use transition hij to model moving a free robot arm to Step
i for the purpose of delivering a wafer from Step i to Step j.
At times, when tij fires such that a token is loaded into pj , the
robot arm needs to wait at pj for the completion of the wafer
represented by the token. In this case, we think that there is
a virtual transition hjj . Similarly, a free robot arm may need
to wait for the completion of a wafer that is to be delivered
from Step i to Step j. Place qij is used to model this waiting
process with K(qij) = 1. Then, to complete the modeling of
the wafer flow, we add an arc from hij to qij and an arc from
qij to tij , ∀hij , qij , and tij ; an arc from tij to r1, ∀tij ; and an
arc from r2 to hij , ∀hij . This way, a PN model for dual-arm
cluster tools with wafer revisiting is developed. The PN model
for wafer flow pattern (m1, (m2,m3)k) is shown in Fig. 4.
Observing the PN shown in Fig. 4, it can be found that there
are two simple circuits that are related to wafer flow, namely,
Fig. 4. PN model for wafer flow pattern (m1, (m2,m3)k).
(p2, t23, p3, t32, p2) and (p0, t01, p1, t12, p2, t23, p3, t30, p0).
The latter is not related to the revisiting process, whereas the
former describes the revisiting process. In cluster tools with
wafer revisiting, the number of revisiting times can be up to
more than five times [5]. Hence, it is important for a PN
to model such a process. In the PN shown in Fig. 4, macro
transition t32 can fire as many times as required, or a multiple
revisiting process is well modeled.
In the PN shown in Fig. 4, a token in p3 may go through t30
or t32. It needs to make sure which way a token in p3 should go.
This problem is solved by introducing colors into the PN. To do
so, we define a unique color to a macro transition in the PN.
Definition 2.2: Define the unique color of a transition tij in
the PN as C(tij) = cij .
With Definition 2.2, we can then define the colors for tokens.
It is known that a token in r1 or qij enables its unique output
transition, or there is no confusion at all. A token in r2 means
that a robot arm is free to be used to unload a wafer from
any step. It leaves the system controller to decide which step
the robot arm should move to. This reflects the flexibility of
scheduling a cluster tool. In other words, a token in r2 enables
every hij , and it is not necessary to give a color to this token.
Thus, we need to define colors for tokens in pi only. Based on
the colors for transitions in the PN, we can define colors for
tokens in pi. Let Wd denote a token representing the d-th wafer
released into the system.
Definition 2.3: Define the color of a token Wd in pi as
C(pi,Wd) = cij if the token goes to pj after being processed
in a PM of PMDi modeled by pi.
Let Wd(f) in pi be a token representing that the d-th wafer
visits pi for the f -th operation. Then, if the wafers need to
visit the revisiting steps k times, we have C(p3,Wd(f)) =
C(t32) = c32, 1 ≤ f < 2k + 1, and C(p3,Wd(2k + 1)) =
C(t30) = c30. When a token Wd in pi has color cij , it is said
that Wd enables tij . For example, token Wd(g), 1 ≤ g < 2k +
1, in p3 enables t32, whereas Wd(2k + 1) in p3 enables t30. We
use M(pi) to denote the number of tokens in pi, regardless of
the token color at marking M , and M(pi, cij) to denote the
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number of tokens in pi at M that have color cij . Then, we
can define the enabling and firing rules for the PN as in the
succeeding discussion.
Definition 2.4: A macro transition tij , i = 0, in the PN is
said to be enabled at M if
M(pi, cij) ≥ 1 (2.4)
M(qij) = 1. (2.5)
Observing Fig. 4, we know that, to fire a macro transition
tij , there must be a token in both pi and qij . A token in pi
represents that there is a wafer at Step i, whereas a token in qij
represents that a free robot arm is ready to execute the activities
of tij . This means that the key issue is to schedule the robot to
determine which action should be executed next, as pointed out
in [14]. To make a token enter qij , hij must fire. Thus, it is hij’s
firing that schedules the robot and determines the evolution of
the PN. Thus, it is very important to define the enabling rule
for hij’s. Note that tki is a macro transition that contains two
places, in which there can be tokens. Thus, we let M(tki) =
M(aki) +M(bki) denote the number of tokens being used for
firing tki at M . When M(tki) = 1, it means that the robot holds
a wafer and waits to drop the wafer into pi.
Definition 2.5: Transition hij with tki ∈ •pi and tij ∈ pi•
in the PN is said to be enabled at M if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
1) M(r1) = M(r2) = 1 (2.6)
2) M(pi, cij) ≥ 1
M(pj) < K(pj)
M(r1) +M(r2) = 1 (2.7)
3) M(tki) = 1
M(pi, cij) ≥ 1
M(pi) = K(pi)
M(r1) +M(r2) = 1. (2.8)
Notice that using a robot arm to fire hij implies that this arm
is used to fire macro transition tij . Thus, Condition 1) implies
that, when both robot arms are free, any hij (or tij) can fire.
This flexibility allows us to obtain a different scheduling strat-
egy other than the swap one. Condition 2) guarantees that, when
only one robot arm is free, this arm can be used to fire a macro
transition tij whose output place pj has at least one free space.
Firing tki ∈ •pi and tij ∈ pi• forms a swap operation at pi.
Notice that, by M(r1) +M(r2) = 1, it means that there is only
one robot arm available, and it does not imply that hij is en-
abled, even if M(r2) = 0. In fact, if M(r1) = 1 and M(r2) =
0, t0 immediately fires such that M(r1) = 0 and M(r2) = 1.
Condition 3) says that, when a swap operation is initiated by
firing tki with one robot arm, the other free robot arm should be
used to complete the initiated swap operation by firing tij .
An enabled macro transition tij can then fire with firing xij ,
yij , and zij in a serial way. Firing xij transfers marking M to
M ′ according to
M ′(pi, cij) =M(pi, cij)− 1 (2.9)
M ′(qij) =M(qij)− 1 (2.10)
M ′(pj) =M(pj)
M ′(r2) =M(r2)
M ′(r1) =M(r1). (2.11)
Firing zij transfers marking M ′ to M ′′ according to
M ′′(pi) =M ′(pi) M ′′(r2) = M ′(r2) (2.13)
M ′′(r1) =M ′(r1) + 1 (2.14)
M ′′(pj) =M ′(pj) + 1. (2.15)
For transitions t0 and hij , the enabling and firing rules for a
regular PN can be applied. Thus, this way, the wafer flow with
revisiting in cluster tools is exactly modeled by the preceding
developed PN. For this PN model, we have the succeeding
result [20].
Lemma 2.1: The PN model for dual-arm cluster tools with a
wafer flow pattern (m1, (m2,m3)k) is deadlock free.
According to [5], there are potential deadlocks in dual-
arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting if a swap strategy is
applied. Notice that a deadlock occurs for this system only
in the following case: The robot unloads a raw wafer from
the loadlocks, or t01 fires, when there is only one robot arm
available or M(r1) +M(r2) = 1. This is totally avoided by
the model. Lemma 2.1 indicates that a deadlock is avoided by
simply following the operations based on this developed PN
model. Notice that the deadlock freeness of the PN is obtained
by using macro transitions and defining the transition enabling
and firing rules. This clearly demonstrates the advantage of the
proposed PN model, as similarly done for robotic systems in
[24]. With deadlock freeness, any enabled transition can fire
without any problem. Hence, it is helpful in developing a new
scheduling method.
As aforementioned, a swap operation at pi involves the firing
of two macro transitions tki ∈ •pi and tij ∈ pi•. To initiate a
swap operation at pi, a free arm should move to pi by firing hij .
Thereafter, for a swap operation, we say that the robot moves
to pi if hij fires. After the robot waiting in qij for some time,
a wafer in pi is ready. Thus, xij fires, which is followed by yki
(the robot rotates) and then zki. The firing of xij , yki, and zki
together completes a swap operation.
E. Modeling Activity Times
For the purpose of scheduling a cluster tool, the model
should describe the temporal aspect of activities. To do so, both
places and transitions in our model are associated with time
since they represent some actions that take time. We use αij
and βij to denote the time taken for unloading a wafer from
a PM (loadlock) and loading a wafer into a PM (loadlock),
respectively, and μij to denote the time taken for the robot
moving from a PM to another with a wafer carried. As pointed
out in [4], because the robot move times from one PM to
another are very short, they are assumed to be identical. Thus,
as done in [4], [5], [35], and [36], it is assumed that αij = α,
βij = β, and μij = μ; and the time needed for the robot to
move from a PM to another without carrying a wafer is the
same as that with a wafer carried, or the time needed for firing
hij is also μ. When hii represents the virtual activity of the
robot arm moving from PMi to PMi, the time is zero. In a wafer
revisiting process, each time a wafer visits the same step, the
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TABLE I
TIME DURATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSITIONS AND PLACES
same operation is performed. Thus, the processing time is the
same, too. We use ρi to denote the time needed for processing
a wafer in pi. A token Wd(q) in pi with color cij can enable tij
only after it stays in pi for more than ρi time units. The times
for robot waiting in bij and qij are dependent on processing
time ρi and how the system is scheduled; they are denoted by
ωij and ϕij , respectively. Places r1 and r2 and transition t0
are only used to model the robot availability, and no activity
is associated with it. Thus, they take no time. The symbols and
time durations for different transitions and places are shown
in Table I. The transition firing sequence xij → yki → zki for
a swap operation at pi can be uninterruptedly and efficiently
done, and it may take a time that is different from α+ μ+ β.
Let λi denote the time needed for a swap operation at pi and
assume, without loss of generality, that λi = λ.
Up to now, we complete the PN modeling of a dual-arm
cluster tool with wafer revisiting. Based on this PN model, the
dynamical behavior of the system is analyzed, and then, a new
scheduling strategy is developed to improve its performance
next.
III. PROPOSED SCHEDULING STRATEGY
To search for a new scheduling method for performance
improvement, it is necessary to make sure how the performance
can be improved. Thus, before we present the new scheduling
methods, the dynamical behavior of the dual-arm cluster tool
with the 3-WC scheduling is examined. For wafer fabrication
processes, when a wafer revisits a step, it requires exactly the
same processing environment as it visits in its prior step [5].
This is the ALD case. Consequently, each step is composed
of only one PM, or m1 = m2 = m3 = 1. Note that the results
obtained in this paper can be easily extended to the cases with
mi > 1, i ∈ N3 = {1, 2, 3}. The succeeding discussions focus
on the situation of m1 = m2 = m3 = 1. Thus, the wafer flow
pattern is (1, (1, 1)2) with the revisiting process being (1, 1)2.
We assume that PMi are configured for Step i, i ∈ N3.
Fig. 5. Wafer processing period with swap strategy.
A. Dynamical Behavior of Dual-Arm Cluster Tools
Let Si={Wd(k)}, i∈N4={1, 2, 3, 4}, denote a set of wafers
in PMi or on a robot arm, where d represents the d-th wafer
released into the system, and k denotes that the k-th operation is
being processed or to be processed. Furthermore, let Si, i∈N3,
represent the wafers in PMi, S4 represent the wafers held by
the robot, and the robot is at the PM that processes operation k.
Then, a marking of the PN shown in Fig. 4 can be denoted by
M=(S1, S2, S3, S4). Thus, if the 3-WC scheduling is applied
to a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisiting, the marking
evolution of the PN shown in Fig. 4 is M1 = ({W3(1)},
{W2(2)}, {W1(3)}, {W4(1)}) → M2 = ({W4(1)}, {W3(2)},
{W1(3)}, {W2(3)}) → M3 = ({W4(1)}, {W1(4)}, {W2(3)},
{W3(3)}) → M4 = ({W4(1)}, {W2(4)}, {W3(3)}, {W1(5)})
→ M5 = ({W4(1)}, {W3(4)}, {W1(5)}, {W2(5)}) → M6 =
({W4(1)}, {W3(4)}, {W2(5)}, {W5(1)}) → M7=({W5(1)},
{W4(2)}, {W3(5)}, {W6(1)}) → M8 = ({W6(1)}, {W5(2)},
{W4(3)}, {W7(1)}) → M9 = ({W7(1)}, {W6(2)}, {W4(3)},
{W5(3)}). Notice that, in the sense of PNs, markings M1
and M8 are equivalent. Thus, it forms a complete period by
transforming from M1 to M8.
To transfer M1 to M2 (or M8 to M9), the following robot ac-
tivities should be executed: swapping at p1 → moving to Step 2
→ swapping at p2 → moving to Step 3, which can be described
by the transition firing sequence σ1 = 〈swapping at p1 →
h23 → swapping at p2 → h32〉. To transfer M2 to M3, σ2 =
〈swapping at p3 → h23 → swapping at p2 → h32〉 should be
executed. Firing sequence σ2 is repeated for M3 to M4.
Similarly, firing sequence σ3 = 〈swapping at p3 → h23 →
swapping at p2 → h30〉 is for M4 to M5. σ2 and σ3 are executed
in the revisiting process (1, 1)2 and form a cycle. Because they
are done in the revisiting process composed of Steps 2 and 3, we
call it a local cycle. Firing sequence σ4 = 〈swapping at p3 →
y30 → z30 → x01 → y01〉 is for M5 to M6. Firing se-
quence σ5 = 〈swapping at p1 → h23 → swapping at p2 →
h30 → swapping at p3 → y30 → z30 → x01 → y01〉 is for M6
to M7 and M7 to M8, which describes the following robot
activities: swapping at p1 → moving to p2 → swapping at p2 →
moving to p3 → swapping at p3 → moving to the loadlock →
dropping a completed wafer into the loadlock → unloading a
wafer from the loadlock → moving to p1. Clearly, σ5 is a robot
cycle for the overall system without wafer revisiting. Thus,
we call it a global cycle. Notice that σ1 together with σ4 is
equivalent to σ5. From M8 to M9, σ1 should be executed. Thus,
from M2 to M9, there are three local cycles and three global
cycles. This implies that, after undergoing three local cycles, the
system switches to a global one. Then, after three global cycles,
it switches to the local one again, and this process repeats, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Now, we analyze the dynamical behavior of a dual-arm
cluster tool with the 3-WC scheduling. Let Πi and ψ1 denote
the workload of Step i and the robot cycle time without wafer
revisiting and robot waiting, respectively. Then, we have
Πi = ρi + λ, i ∈ N3 (3.1)
ψ1 =3λ+ 4μ+ α+ β. (3.2)
We use τi to denote the sojourn time of a token staying in
pi and ξi = τi − ρi to denote the delay of the token in pi.
Furthermore, let ϕkij and ξki denote the robot waiting time in
qij for the k-th swapping at pi and the time delay for the
k-th wafer completed by pi, respectively. Let ψ2 be the robot
cycle time for the local cycles. Assume that, at a marking M ,
it just completes the three local cycles and is going to switch
to the global cycles. Then, during the followed three global
cycles, the tool can be thought of as a process without wafer
revisiting. Without loss of generality, we assume that, during
the last local cycle, ϕk23 + ϕk30 > 0, which must hold when the
local cycle operates in its process-bound region. Then, we have
the succeeding result [20].
Lemma 3.1: Assume that: 1) the PN model shown in
Fig. 4 describes a non-revisiting process, or a token at
any marking enables t30 only; 2) the current marking is
M = ({W3(1)}, {W2(2)}, {W1(3)}, {W4(1)}); 3) Π3 > Π2
and Π3 > ψ1; 4) starting from M , when the robot moves to
p2 and p3, it needs to wait for ϕ123 time units before swapping
at p2 and for ϕ130 before swapping at p3, respectively; and
5) starting from W4(1) entering p1, the workload of Step 1
becomes Π1 > Π3 or χ = Π1 −Π3 > 0. Then, we have
a) ξ13=0 (3.3)
b) ξ23= max
([
χ− (ϕ123 + ϕ130)] , 0) (3.4)
c) ξ33=
⎧⎨
⎩
0, if
(
ϕ123+ϕ
1
30
)
>2χ
2χ−(ϕ123+ϕ130) , if χ<(ϕ123+ϕ130)≤2χ
χ, if
(
ϕ123+ϕ
1
30
)≤χ.
(3.5)
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that, during the three global
cycles, the wafer delay ξk3 after the wafer is processed in PM3
is increased cycle by cycle. This can be explained as follows.
For the local cycles, the workload Π3 for PM3 dominates the
process such that ϕk30 > 0 always holds. This implies that,
whenever a free robot arm arrives at PM3 for unloading a wafer
being processed, the wafer is not completed yet. Thus, there
is no delay in unloading the wafer, or ξk3 = 0 always holds.
However, when the system switches from the local cycles to the
global cycles, the workload Π1 for PM1 dominates the process
such that ϕk12 increases cycle by cycle, which may result in
ϕk30 = 0. By ϕk30 = 0, it means that, when a free robot arm
arrives at PM3 for unloading a wafer, the wafer is already
completed, or ξk3 ≥ 0, or there may be a delay. This way, the
system may keep in a transient state but never reaches its steady
state. Notice that, with wafer revisiting, the workloads for PM1,
PM2, and PM3 are Π1, 2Π2, and 2Π3, respectively. For cluster
tools, the robot moving times from one PM to another are
much shorter than the wafer processing times [4] such that a
cluster tool often operates in the process-bound region. Thus,
if Π3 ≥ Π2 and 2Π3 ≥ Π1, the lower bound of cycle time
for a dual-arm cluster tool with revisiting is 2Π3. It follows
from the preceding analysis that, if ξk3 ≥ 0, the lower bound
cannot be reached by the 3-WC scheduling. Letting Π3-WC be
the cycle time obtained by the 3-WC scheduling and Πlocal =
max(Π3,Π2, ψ2), we have the succeeding results [20].
Lemma 3.2: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisit-
ing, by using the 3-WC scheduling, if Π1 ≤ 3Πlocal + ψ1 and
Π3 > Π2, the cycle time is
Π3-WC = 2Πlocal +
(
ξ13 + ξ
2
3 + ξ
3
3
)
/3. (3.6)
Lemma 3.3: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revis-
iting, by using the 3-WC scheduling, if Π1 ≤ 3Πlocal + ψ1,
Π3 > Π2, Π1 −Π3 = χ, and Π3 > ψ1, the cycle time is
Π3-WC=
{
2Π3, if Π3−ψ1≥2χ
2Π3+(2χ+ψ1−Π3)/3, if Π3−ψ1<2χ. (3.7)
It follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 that, when Π3 −
ψ1 < 2χ, ξ
1
3 + ξ
2
3 + ξ
3
3 = 2χ+ ψ1 −Π3, and the lower bound
of cycle time cannot be reached by the 3-WC scheduling.
Thus, one needs to search for a new scheduling method to
improve the performance under such a condition. It follows
from the preceding analysis that it is the time delay ξ13 + ξ23 +
ξ33 that occurs at Step 3 (when Π3 > Π2), during the three
global cycles, that deteriorates the performance obtained by the
3-WC scheduling. Furthermore, we have ξ33 ≥ ξ23 ≥ ξ13 , or ξ33
makes the most contribution to the delay. Thus, if we can
schedule a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisiting such that
there are less local and global cycles, the performance can
be improved. The preceding analysis is conducted under the
assumption that Π3 > Π2. The result may be different when
Π3 < Π2. Hence, two scheduling methods for different cases
are proposed. They result in a schedule that contains two local
cycles and two global cycles, and two wafers are completed
in a period. Hence, they are called 2-WC scheduling methods.
To obtain a 2-WC schedule, the key is to schedule the local
cycles such that the local cycle time is minimized. Based on this
observation, the two methods are presented in the succeeding
discussion.
B. Schedule 1
Assume that Π3>Π2 and ρ3≥ρ2+2μ+α+β. Based on the
PN shown in Fig. 4, the system is scheduled such that the mark-
ing evolves as follows: M1 = ({W4(1)}, {W3(2)}, {W2(5)},
{W5(1)})→M2=({W5(1)}, {W4(2)}, {W3(3)}, {})→M3=
({W5(1)},{W4(4)},{W3(5)},{})→M4=({W5(1)}, {W4(4)},
{W3(5)}, {W6(1)}) → M5 = ({W6(1)}, {W5(2)}, {W4(5)},
{W7(1)}) → M6=({W7(1)}, {W6(2)}, {W5(3)}, {}). Mark-
ings M1 and M5 and M2 and M6 are, in fact, equivalent.
Thus, a period forms from M1 to M5 or from M2 to M6. This
evolution can be shown by the changes of token distribution in
the PN model. However, to do so, for each marking, it needs
a PN. Thus, to save space, we use a graph to illustrate the
marking evolution for this schedule, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the marking evolution for Schedule 1.
From M1 to M2, the transition firing sequence is σ1 =
〈swapping at p1 → h23 → swapping at p2 → h30 → swapping
at p3 → y30 → z30〉 that is implemented by the following robot
activities: swapping at p1 → moving to p2 → swapping at p2 →
moving to p3 → swapping at p3 → moving to the loadlock →
dropping a completed wafer into the loadlock. These activities
take 3λ+ 3μ+ β time units. From M2 to M3, σ2 = 〈h23 →
x23 → h32 → swapping at p3 → y32 → z32 → h22 → waiting
in q23 → x23 → h32 → swapping at p3→y32→z32〉 that com-
pletes two local cycles. From M3 to M4, σ3 = 〈h01 → x01 →
h12〉, and it takes 2μ+ α time units. From M4 to M5, σ4 =
〈swapping at p1 → h23 → swapping at p2 → h30 → swapping
at p3 → y30 → z30 → x01 → h12〉 that forms a global cycle.
From M5 to M6, σ5 = 〈swapping at p1 → h23 → swapping
at p2 → h30 → swapping at p3 → y30 → z30〉 that is same as
σ1. Notice that σ3 and σ5 together form a global cycle, too.
Thus, σ3, σ4, and σ5 together form two global cycles. There-
fore, σ2−σ5 contain two local cycles and two global cycles with
two wafers completed, which is called as a 2-WC schedule. By
assumption, Π3 > Π2 and ρ3 ≥ ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β; then, in σ2,
each time h32 fires, the token in p3 is ready to fire t32. It implies
that no token delay occurs in p3. Hence, σ2 takes 2Π3 time
units. In σ2, by a transition firing sequence 〈swapping at p3 →
y32 → z32〉, it implies that the time when token W3(5) enters
p3 is μ+ β time units earlier than that when token W4(4) enters
p2. Observing Fig. 6, we can find that the key for this schedule
is that a swap strategy is not used at Step 2, but it is applied
at Step 3.
C. Schedule 2
Assume that Π2 > Π3 and ρ2 ≥ ρ3 + 2μ+ α+ β. Based
on the PN shown in Fig. 4, the system is scheduled such that
the marking evolves as follows: M7=({W4(1)}, {W3(2)},
{W2(5)}, {W5(1)}) → M8 = ({W5(1)}, {W4(2)}, {W3(3)},
{}) → M9 = ({W5(1)}, {W4(4)}, {W3(5)}, {}) → M10 =
({W5(1)}, {W4(4)}, {W3(5)}, {W6(1)})→M11=({W6(1)},
{W5(2)}, {W4(5)}, {W7(1)}) → M12=({W7(1)}, {W6(2)},
{W5(3)}, {}). Markings M7 and M11 and M8 and M12 are,
in fact, equivalent. Thus, a period forms from M7 to M11 or
from M8 to M12. The marking evolution for this schedule is
illustrated in Fig. 7.
From M7 to M8, the transition firing sequence is
σ7 = σ1. From M8 to M9, σ8 = 〈h32 → x32 → h23 →
swapping at p2 → y23 → z23 → h33 → waiting in q32 →
x32 → h23 → swapping at p2 → y23 → z23〉 that completes
two local cycles. From M9 to M10, the transition firing
sequence is σ9 = σ3. From M10 to M11, σ10 = σ4 that forms a
global cycle. From M11 to M12, the transition firing sequence is
σ11 = σ1. It can be seen that the difference between Schedules
1 and 2 is σ2 and σ8. However, the performance is different.
Similar to Schedule 1, σ9 and σ11 together form a global cycle,
too. Thus, σ9, σ10, and σ11 together form two global cycles.
Therefore, σ8−σ11 contain two local cycles and two global
cycles with two wafers completed, leading to a 2-WC schedule.
In σ7 and σ8, by transition firing sequence 〈swapping at p2 →
h30 → swapping at p3 → y30 → z30 → h32〉, it implies that
the time when token W4(2) enters p2 is μ+ λ time units earlier
than that when token W3(3) enters p3, but W3(3) is unloaded
from p3 before W4(2) from p2. This may cause a token delay
in p2 during the local cycles. For this schedule, a swap strategy
is not used at Step 3, but it is applied at Step 2.
Notice that the difference between the methods presented
in this paper and the 3-WC scheduling one is in scheduling
the revisiting process. For Schedule 1, a swap strategy is not
applied at Step 2 due to Π3 > Π2 and nor at Step 3 when Π2 >
Π3. Hence, when a revisiting process contains more steps, we
can deal with it similarly. If there is more than one revisiting
process, we can do the same for each one. If the revisiting
times are more than 2, one needs to repeat the revisiting process
only. This implies that the presented methods can be extended
to other revisiting cases. In addition, both Schedules 1 and 2
are described by operational rules, which are independent of the
number of PMs at a step. Thus, it is easy to extend to the cases
of mi > 1. Next, the cycle time analysis of the proposed 2-WC
schedules is carried out to show the performance improvement.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the marking evolution for Schedule 2.
IV. CYCLE TIME ANALYSIS
Because the 2-WC scheduling methods are different from
the 3-WC scheduling, the cycle time analysis for the 3-WC
scheduling is not applicable. In the prior section, it has been
shown that, when Πlocal = max(Π2,Π3) ≤ ψ1, the 3-WC
scheduling can reach the lower bound of cycle time, or it is
optimal. Hence, thereafter, in the succeeding discussion, we
assume that Πlocal > ψ1.
When the system reaches marking M3 in Schedule 1 (M9 in
Schedule 2), it switches from a local cycle to its first global cycle.
Then, at M4 in Schedule 1 (M10 in Schedule 2), token W6(1) is
released into the system. For cycle time analysis, it is important
to know whether it needs to wait before W6(1) goes into p1.
Theorem 4.1: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revis-
iting, by using a 2-WC schedule, if Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + ψ1 + μ,
token W6(1) at M4 in Schedule 1 (M10 in Schedule 2) can enter
p1 without any waiting.
Proof: Observing the marking evolution of the PN model
obtained by Schedules 1 and 2, we can see that, during the tran-
sition firing process of σ1 → σ2 → σ3 for Schedule 1 (σ7 →
σ8 → σ9 for Schedule 2), token W5(1) stays in p1. Transition
firing sequences σ1 = σ7 and σ3 = σ9 take 3λ+ 3μ+ β and
2μ+ α time units, respectively, and both σ2 and σ8 complete
two local cycles. Thus, if Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + (3λ+ 3μ+ β) +
(2μ+ α) = 2Πlocal + ψ1 + μ, when token W6(1) at M4 in
Schedule 1 (M10 in Schedule 2) reaches p1, W5(1) in p1 must
be ready for unloading. Hence, W6(1) does not need to wait. 
Based on Theorem 4.1 and the PN model, we can then
analyze the cycle time obtained by Schedule 1 as follows. In
σ4, let ϕ123 denote the waiting time between “firing h23” and
“swapping at p2” and ϕ130 denote the waiting time between
“h30” and “swapping at p3,” respectively.
Lemma 4.1: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisit-
ing, by using Schedule 1, if Π1≤2Πlocal+ψ1+μ and Π3>Π2,
we have
ϕ123 = ρ2 − (λ+ 3μ+ α) (4.1)
ϕ130 =(ρ3 − ρ2)− (λ+ 2μ+ β). (4.2)
Proof: Consider the marking evolution of the PN model
obtained by Schedule 1. At M3, W4(4) just enters p2. By
σ3 and σ4, after firing sequence σA = 〈h01 → x01 → h12 →
swapping at p1 → h23〉, the robot comes to p2 for unloading
W4(4). From Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + ψ1 + μ and Theorem 4.1, there
is no robot waiting before “swapping at p1.” Thus, σA takes
λ+ 3μ+ α time units, and it needs to wait for ρ2 − (λ+ 3μ+
α) time units for unloading W4(4), or (4.1) holds.
Considering σ4, we know that when W4(4) is ready for
unloading, then after firing sequence 〈swapping at p2 → h30〉,
the robot comes to p3 for unloading W3(5). 〈swapping at p2 →
h30〉 takes λ+ μ time units. Now, consider σ2. By transition
firing sequence 〈swapping at p3 → y32 → z32〉, it implies that
the time when token W3(5) enters p3 is μ+ β time units
earlier than that when token W4(4) enters p2. Thus, in σ4,
before “swapping at p2” can be executed, it needs to wait for
(ρ3 − ρ2)− (λ+ 2μ+ β) time units, or (4.2) holds. 
As for the 3-WC scheduling, the robot waiting time is
crucial to analyze the cycle time. Lemma 4.1 provides a
method to calculate it for Schedule 1. It should be pointed
out that ϕ130 may be negative. In this case, it delays a to-
ken in p3 in the local cycles and makes cycle time Π2-WC
longer. With Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1, we can obtain
the cycle time for Schedule 1. Without loss of generality,
we assume that ρ2 − (λ+ 3μ+ α) > 0 holds and let Π2-WC
denote the cycle time obtained by a 2-WC schedule. Further-
more, let ξ1 = max{[χ− (ρ2 − (λ+ 3μ+ α))], 0}+ (λ+
2μ+ β)− (ρ3 − ρ2) and ξ2 = max{[χ+ 2λ+ 5μ+ α+ β −
ρ3], 0}.
Theorem 4.2: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisit-
ing, by using Schedule 1, assume that: 1) Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + ψ1 +
μ; 2) Π3 > Π2; and 3) χ = Π1 −Π3. Then, the minimum cycle
time is
Π2-WC=
⎧⎨
⎩
2Π3+
[
max
{−ϕ130, 0}]/2, if χ≤0
2Π3+ξ1/2, if χ>0 and ϕ130<0
2Π3+ξ2/2, if χ>0 and ϕ130>0.(4.3)
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Proof: By Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + ψ1 + μ and Theorem 4.1,
token W6(1) at M4 can enter p1 without any waiting. Thus,
both (4.1) and (4.2) hold, and the result of Lemma 3.1 can be
applied. If χ ≤ 0, we have ξ13 = max{−ϕ130, 0} and ξ23 = 0,
and Π2-WC=2Π3 + (ξ13 + ξ23)/2 = 2Π3 +max{−ϕ130, 0}/2.
If χ > 0 and ϕ130 < 0, we have ξ13 = −ϕ130 and ξ23 =
max{[χ− ϕ123], 0} = max{[χ− (ρ2 − (λ+ 3μ+ α))], 0}.
Hence, Π2-WC = 2Π3 + ξ1/2. If χ > 0 and ϕ130 ≥ 0, we
have ξ13 = 0 and ξ23 = max{[χ− ϕ123 − ϕ130], 0}. Thus,
Π2-WC = 2Π3 + (ξ
1
3 + ξ
2
3)/2 = 2Π3 + ξ2/2. This shows the
theorem. 
Notice that ξ33 has no effect on Π2-WC, and in general, ξ33 >
ξ23 . Thus, often, Π2-WC < Π3-WC holds, when Π3 − ψ1 < 2χ.
It implies that, in this case, the 2-WC scheduling is better than
the 3-WC scheduling. Now, we consider the cycle time obtained
by Schedule 2.
Lemma 4.2: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer re-
visiting, by using Schedule 2 for Π2 > Π3, in firing se-
quence σB = 〈swapping at p2 → h30 → swapping at p3 →
y30 → z30 → h32 → x32 → h23 → swapping at p2〉 from σ7
and σ8, the waiting time in q23 before executing “swapping
at p2” is
ϕB23 = ρ2 − ρ3 − (2μ+ λ+ α). (4.4)
Proof: By “swapping at p2”, it puts token W4(2) into
p2; then, after 〈h30 → swapping at p3〉, token W3(3) is put
into p3 μ+ λ time units later. Then, after the completion of
W3(3) in p3 and executing 〈x32 → h23〉, the robot comes
to p2 for unloading W4(2). This implies that, from the time
when W4(2) enters p2 to the time when the robot comes to
p2, ρ2 + (2μ+ λ+ α) time units pass. Thus, it needs ϕB23 =
ρ2 − ρ3 − (2μ+ λ+ α) time units for W4(2) in p2 to be
ready. 
It should be pointed out that ϕB23 = ρ2 − ρ3 − (2μ+ λ+ α)
may be negative. In this case, it delays a token in p3 in the local
cycles and makes cycle time Π2-WC longer, just as ϕ130 does.
Lemma 4.3: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisit-
ing, by using Schedule 2, if Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + ψ1 + μ and Π3 <
Π2, we have
ϕ123 = ρ2 − (λ+ 4μ+ α+ β). (4.5)
Proof: With the PN model shown in Fig. 4, consider tran-
sition firing sequence σc = 〈swapping at p2 → y23 → z23 →
h01 → x01 → h12 → swapping at p1 → h23〉 obtained from
σ8, σ9, and σ10. By 〈swapping at p2〉, it puts token W4(4) into
p2, and then, by executing transition firing sequence 〈y23 →
z23 → h01 → x01 → h12 → swapping at p1 → h23〉, the robot
comes to p2 again for unloading W4(4). Because Π1 ≤
2Πlocal + ψ1 + μ, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that there is
no waiting before 〈swapping at p1〉. Firing sequence 〈y23 →
z23 → h01 → x01 → h12 → swapping at p1 → h23〉 takes λ+
4μ+ α+ β time units. Thus, it needs to wait for ϕ123 = ρ2 −
(λ+ 4μ+ α+ β) time units for W4(4) to be ready. 
To analyze the cycle time for Schedule 2, Lemmas 4.2
and 4.3 answer how the robot waiting times should be cal-
culated. Because Π2 > ψ1, ϕ123 > 0 must hold. Due to Π2 >
Π3, the cycle time obtained by Schedule 2 is independent of
ϕ130. Let ξ3 = max{[(2μ+ λ+ α)− (ρ2 − ρ3)], 0} and ξ4 =
max{[χ+ (λ+ 4μ+ α+ β)− ρ2], 0}. With Lemmas 4.2 and
4.3, we have the succeeding result.
Theorem 4.3: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisit-
ing, by using Schedule 2, assume that: 1) Π1 ≤ 2Πlocal + ψ1 +
μ; 2) Π2 > Π3; and 3) χ = Π1 −Π2. Then, the cycle time is
Π2-WC =
{
2Π2 + ξ3/2, if χ ≤ 0
2Π2 + (ξ3 + ξ4)/2, if χ > 0.
(4.6)
Proof: Let ξ12 and ξ22 denote the token delays at p2 for
the first and second global cycles, respectively. Because ϕ123 =
ρ2 − (λ+ 4μ+ α+ β) > 0, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
ξ12 = 0 must hold. It is obvious that ξ22 = 0 if χ ≤ 0. By Lemma
3.1, ξ22 = ξ4 = max{[χ+ (λ+ 4μ+ α+ β)− ρ2], 0}, when
χ > 0. If ϕB23 = ρ2 − ρ3 − (2μ+ λ+ α) < 0, it causes a delay
at p2 in a local cycle. This delay is ξ3 = max{[(2μ+ λ+
α)− (ρ2 − ρ3)], 0}. Thus, the cycle time given by (4.6) is
obtained. 
Notice that ϕ123 in Lemma 4.3 is obtained based on Π2 with
Π2 > Π3, whereas that in Lemma 4.1 is obtained based on
Π2 with Π2 < Π3. Thus, ϕ123 in Lemma 4.3 is often greater
than that in Lemma 4.1. This implies that, by Schedule 2,
if Π2 > Π3, the performance is better than that if Π2 < Π3,
in general.
Observing the cycle time given in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, we
know that, if ϕ130 = (ρ3 − ρ2)− (λ+ 2μ+ β) ≥ 0 and ϕB23 =
ρ2 − ρ3 − (2μ+ λ+ α) ≥ 0, the cycle time obtained by the
2-WC scheduling is certainly less than or equal to that obtained
by the 3-WC scheduling. This implies that 2-WC scheduling
methods are superior to 3-WC scheduling methods in this
situation.
Let Θ = max{Π2,Π3} and χ = Π1 −Θ. By summarizing
the preceding discussion, we have the succeeding result.
Theorem 4.4: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisit-
ing, the scheduling optimality is as presented here.
1) If Π1 ≤ 3Θ + ψ1 and Θ < ψ1, or Π1 ≤ 3Θ + ψ1, Θ >
ψ1, and Θ− ψ1 ≥ 2χ, a schedule obtained by the 3-WC
scheduling is optimal.
2) If Π1 ≤ 3Θ + ψ1, Θ > ψ1, Θ− ψ1 < 2χ, and ρ3 ≥
ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β when Π3 > Π2, or ρ2 ≥ ρ3 + 2μ+
α+ β when Π2 > Π3, a schedule obtained by the 2-WC
scheduling is optimal.
3) If Π1 ≤ 3Θ + ψ1, Θ > ψ1, Θ− ψ1 < 2χ, and ρ3 ≥
ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β when Π3 > Π2, or ρ2 ≥ ρ3 + 2μ+
α+ β when Π2 > Π3, a schedule obtained by the 2-WC
scheduling is optimal.
4) If Π1 ≤ 3Θ + ψ1, Θ > ψ1, Θ− ψ1 < 2χ, and ρ3 <
ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β when Π3 > Π2, or ρ2 < ρ3 + 2μ+
α+ β when Π2 > Π3, it is not clear whether the 3-WC
or 2-WC scheduling can obtain the optimal schedule.
By the 2-WC scheduling, we require that when Π3 > Π2,
ρ3 ≥ ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β, or when Π2 > Π3, ρ2 ≥ ρ3 + 2μ+
α+ β to guarantee that no delay is caused in the local cycles.
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Because the robot tasks take much less time than that needed for
wafer processing, often, these conditions can be satisfied. When
these conditions are not satisfied as given in 4) in Theorem 4.4,
it is difficult to do cycle time analysis in an analytical way if the
2-WC scheduling is applied. However, simulation can be used
to determine which scheduling method is better. To do so, we
need to do simulation for a 2-wafer period. This poses no severe
computational burden, fortunately.
It should be pointed out that, up to now, in addition to the
swap strategy, there is no other scheduling method for dual-
arm cluster tools with wafer revisiting. It has been shown
that, for some cases, the proposed methods outperform the
swap strategy. Thus, this is a significant contribution in this
field.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Here, several industrial application examples are presented
to show the results obtained in this paper.
Example 1: For a dual-arm cluster tool with wafer revisiting,
the wafer flow pattern is (1, (1, 1)2); the wafer processing times
at Steps 1, 2, and 3 are 270, 200, and 250 s, respectively; and
α = μ = β = 3 s and λ = 8 s.
We have Π1 = 278 s, Π2 = 208 s, Π3 = 258 s, and ψ1 =
42 s. Because there is wafer revisiting, the workloads for Steps
1, 2, and 3 are 278, 416, and 516 s, respectively, or Step 3
has the maximal workload. By applying the 3-WC scheduling,
because Π3 − ψ1 = 216 > 2(Π1 −Π3) = 40 = 2χ, it follows
from (3.7) that Π3-WC = 516 s. It reaches the lower bound and,
thus, the optimal solution.
By applying a 2-WC scheduling method, we have Π3 > Π2,
ρ3 − ρ2 = 50 > λ+ 2μ+ β = 17, and ξ2 = max{[χ+ 2λ+
5μ+ α+ β − ρ3], 0} = max{−193, 0} = 0. Thus, it follows
from (4.3) that Π2-WC = 516 s. It is also the optimal solution.
In this case, both scheduling methods lead to the optimal
performance.
Example 2: In Example 1, the wafer processing at Step 1 is
changed into 450 s, and the other parameters are unchanged.
In addition, Step 3 has the maximal workload. By applying the
3-WC scheduling, we have Π3 − ψ1 = 216 < 2(Π1 −Π3) =
400 = 2χ, and it follows from (3.7) that Π3-WC = (516 +
184/3) s ≈ 577.33 s. By the 2-WC scheduling, Π3 > Π2 and
ρ3 ≥ ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β, and Schedule 1 is applied. We have
ρ3 − ρ2 = 50 > λ+ 2μ+ β = 17 and ξ2 = max{[χ+ 2λ+
5μ+ α+ β − ρ3], 0} = max{−13, 0} = 0. Thus, it follows
from (4.3) that Π2-WC = 516 s, the lower bound is reached,
and the solution is optimal. In this case, the 2-WC scheduling
is better than the swap strategy.
Examples 1 and 2 show how Π1 affects ξ13 + ξ23 + ξ33 ,
the wafer processing delays, if the 3-WC scheduling is
adopted.
Example 3: The wafer processing times at Steps 1, 2, and 3
become 80, 35, and 50 s, respectively; and α = μ = β = 3 s
and λ = 8 s, as in Example 1.
We have Π1 = 88 s, Π2 = 43 s, Π3 = 58 s, and ψ1 = 42 s.
The workloads for Steps 1, 2, and 3 are 88, 86, and 116 s,
respectively; or Step 3 has the maximal workload. By applying
the 3-WC scheduling, we have Π3 − ψ1 = 16 < (Π1 −Π3) =
30 = χ; it follows from (3.7) that Π3-WC = (116 + 44/3) s ≈
130.67 s. By the 2-WC scheduling, with Π3 > Π2 and ρ3 ≥
ρ2 + 2μ+ α+ β, Schedule 1 is applied. We have ρ3 − ρ2 =
15 < λ+ 2μ+ β = 17 and ξ1 = max{[χ− (ρ2 − (λ+ 3μ+
α))], 0}+ (λ+ 2μ+ β)− (ρ3 − ρ2) = 17 s. Thus, it follows
from (4.3) that Π2-WC = (116 + 17/2) s = 124.5 s, which is
better than that obtained by the swap strategy.
Example 4: The wafer processing times at Steps 1, 2, and 3
become 80, 50, and 35 s, respectively; and α = μ = β = 3 s
and λ = 8 s, as in Example 1.
We have Π1 = 88 s, Π2 = 58 s, Π3 = 43 s, and ψ1 =
42 s. The workloads for Steps 1, 2, and 3 are 88, 116, and
86 s, respectively. For this example, Step 2 has the maxi-
mal workload. Furthermore, χ = Π1 −Π2 = 30. By the 3-WC
scheduling, the cycle time is 130.67 s, which is same as
in Example 3. By the 2-WC scheduling, with Π2 > Π3
and ρ2 ≥ ρ3 + 2μ+ α+ β, Schedule 2 is applied. We have
ϕB23 = ρ2 − ρ3 − (2μ+ λ+ α) = −2 < 0, ξ3 = max([(2μ+
λ+ α)− (ρ2 − ρ3)], 0) = 2 s, and ξ4 = max([χ+ (λ+ 4μ+
α+ β)− ρ2], 0) = 6 s. Thus, it follows from (4.6) that
Π2-WC = 120 s, which is better than that obtained by the 3-WC
scheduling.
Simulation is done to verify the results for the preceding
examples. It is shown that the results are correct. Notice that
Π2 in Example 4 is equal to Π3 in Example 3, whereas Π2 in
Example 3 is equal to Π3 in Example 4. However, the cycle
time obtained is different. Because a wafer visits Step 2 first
and then Step 3, the robot waiting time change is different such
that the cycle time is different.
VI. CONCLUSION
Revisiting is one of the important features in semiconductor
manufacturing industry. For dual-arm cluster tools, if a swap
strategy is applied with wafer revisiting, a manufacturing period
contains three local cycles and three global cycles with three
wafers completed, leading to a 3-WC schedule. For some
situations identified in this paper, such a schedule is not optimal.
To improve the performance, based on the PN model developed,
two scheduling methods are presented for different cases. They
enable a manufacturing period to contain two local cycles
and two global cycles with two wafers completed, leading
to a 2-WC schedule. Under the situations identified in this
paper, the performance obtained by a 2-WC schedule is better
than that obtained by a 3-WC schedule. Thus, the method
presented in this paper and the 3-WC scheduling method can
complement each other for scheduling dual-arm cluster tools
with wafer revisiting. Notice that, under some conditions, nei-
ther of the 2-WC nor 3-WC scheduling methods are optimal.
Thus, further research is needed to search for new scheduling
methods.
In some wafer fabrication processes, there is wafer residency
time constraint requiring that a wafer should be unloaded from
its processing module in a designated time after its completion.
Such a constraint together with wafer revisiting certainly makes
the problem more complicated. It is our future work to conduct
research on cluster tool scheduling with both wafer revisiting
and wafer residency constraints.
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